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WHAT IS A CONSTITUTION?

Better yet! What is a Constitutor?

-A Constitutor is one who passes on his debt to a third party!

-The Constitution of the United States of America is an instrument that passes on the national debt to the states.

-The states became a surety for the national debts

-This obligation set in the Constitution was not invoked until March of 1933 by President F.D. Roosevelt.
HOW DID THE PEOPLE BECOME SURETIES FOR THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT?

-A Security Instrument possesses legal and equitable title to the property described therein.

-The holder of the Security Instrument possesses the legal title to the property described therein.

-The application for the Birth Certificate is a security Instrument describing the legal and equitable title to all goods held by the “body” thru it’s name.

-Turning over the application for the Birth Certificate to the “public” transfers legal title to the goods (estate).
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What part of the Public Trust Did the Secretary of Treasury Bail Out? It wasn't "YOU"
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**Public Beneficiaries:**

Beneficiaries of the Public Trust are “We the People”. But there are NO people in the democracy. These entities are fictions that represent you as though you are a slave.
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PUBLIC TRUST

Privatizing the B.C.:

A4V and R4V

To the Secretary of Treasury

Brings the public document back to the private.
REDEEMING LEGAL TITLE!

-One who issues a Certificate of Title, holds the legal title and is the creditor.

-One who holds a Certificate of Title, holds equitable title and is a debtor.

-One who A4V and R4V a Certificate of Title, is the latest issuer of the Certificate of Title, and regains legal title to the goods described therein.

-The Certificate of Title is the “pawn certificate” or the “Claim check” needed to reclaim legal title. Just put bankers acceptance thereon and return it to holder of the lien on the goods.
PRIVATE TRUST

DUAL TRUSTS: WORK IN HARMONY
RED = Roles played by the private living man.
BLUE = Roles played by the public “government”.
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PRIVATE TRUST

THIRD TRUST: PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES
- ARE REFEREES
- ARE BABY SITTERS
Between the public trust (debtors)
& the Private Trusts (creditors)
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IDENTIFYING THE RED BLOCKS

-The movie- The Wizard of Oz identified the roles that one plays with respect to the Red Blocks.

-A Commercial model also identifies the roles that one plays with respect to the Red Blocks.

-“Signatures” are also dependant on the roles in each Red Block.
The Lion - No Courage - Lion of Judah

The Tin Man - No Heart - Rusted Up

Dorothy - in the land of Oz
- was represented by each of the three characters in playing a role to get her remedy.
- Tinman was the creditor/banker
- Scarecrow was the debtor
- The Lion was the ambassador to control each of the other characters
Commercial model

- We have been operating most of our lives as the Principal.
- We need to operate as the Surety.
- We have always been the underwriter.

- If we act as the principle, the currency moves from the DTC to the corporations
- If we act as the surety, the currency moves from the DTC to the people.

DTC  FRB  IRS

PRINCIPAL
- Owner of the goods
- Belongs to the public

DEBTOR

PUBLIC TRUST  CORP U.S.
Signatures:

1. Living man/woman signs name
   With the word “By:” in front of signature
2. Surety signs his name
   with a clean signature.
3. We do not play the role of the principal.
   We sign as the “authorized representative”